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Two methods of determination of the reaction impact para¬ 
meter, the one proposed by Webber and other by Hecyey and 
Pumplln, are compared end discussed. I t i s shows that the 
lower l imits of the Impact parameter bT obtained by means of 
these methods are comparable and are always very low (£ .0 .5 fm), 
On the example of the Eeayey - Pumplin method i t i s argued that 
the experimentally obtained values b, may be very unreliable 
estimates of the reaction impact parameter and that any compa¬ 
rison of different reactions or reactions channels may be 
meaningless, f f ) 

Do wyznaczenie dolnej granioy parametru sderzenia b, E S S -
tosowano metodę Webbera orae metodę Henyey'a - Pumpline. Wy¬ 
kazano, że otrzymane dwiema metodami wartości są małe (4 .0 .5 
fm) 1 w granicach błędu jednakowe. Na przykładzie metody 
Henyey'a — Pumplina przedyskutowano problem wiarygodności 
otrzymanych rezultatów i starano s i ę uzasadnić, że porównywa¬ 
nie tak otrzymanych wartości b, dla różnych reakcji lub róż¬ 
nych kanałów danej reakcji może nie mieć* głębsisego snaczenla 
fizycznego* 

Проведено сравнение и обсуждение двух методов определения 
параметра удара реакции , один из которых был предложен 
Веббером , а второй Хенейом и Памплином. Доказано , что 
нижние пределы параметра удара полученные этими методами 
сравнимы и всегда очень низкие ( ̂  0.5' ферми). На при- ̂  
мере метода Хенейа и Памплина доказывается , что экспери-* 
ментально полученные значения Ь^ могут оказаться очень 
ненадёжными оценками параметра удара реакции и какое ни¬ 
будь сравнение для различных реакций или каналов реакций 
может оказаться без значения. 



1. Introduction 

The knowledge of the impaot parameter structure of the 

high energy collision amplitude Is of great importance both 

from the theoretioal and experimental points of view. On 

the one hand it could serve us as the basis for an Intuitive 

Classical understanding of the high energy particle - partic¬ 

le collision, and on the other it could be a decisive test 

for man; theoretioal models. However, the Impact parameter 

defined for a given fiaal state £ Q as 

b,x- (1) 

(where b; s are the partial impact parameters and *t s 

are the longitudinal Feynman variables) is not dlreotly acce¬ 

ssible in the experiment. 

All what one oan do is to estimate the lower limits of the 

average impaot parameter squared bt» \f<b*̂  t for & given 

sample of the experimental events C2<"^3* Such estimations 

are based on the generalized uncertainty principle and the 

final formula for b, derived from it [jS] reads: 

where A Is a function of the final particles transverse 

momenta lL (i • 1 .... H, H is the number of particles 

in a given final state). Using various additional assump¬ 

tions concerning the form and the properties of the funotlon 

A we oan obtain various estimates for bL. 

Two different approaches have been reoently much discussed. 

These are: the one, proposed by Henyey and Pumplin Q6^ sad 



the other, proposed by Webber £7, 83. 
In.Webber's approach the function A was assumed to be 

(3) 

In the Henyey - Puuplln method a broader olass of func¬ 

tions is considered I.e. A • f(Q) where Q -J? w,iTj • 

In eaoh of these methods the set of arbitrary chosen 

weights w^ has to be defined In suoh a way as to maximise 

the left hand side of the baslo relation (2). 

In Weober's approaoh the maximum of bL value dlotates 

the choioe of these weights as 

In the first approximation one can assume the matrix-

to be diagonal i.e.<k^L»k^««4cT1j (lack of the {J-r*J3Toorre-

l&tfcona). With this additional assumption the formula (4) 

simplifies to 

(5) 

However, it is not clear apriori which among the N final 

partioles should be removed . 

In the Henyey - Pumplin approaoh no numerical prescription 

for the optimal ohoice of w^'s can be readily invented, but 

it is claimed by the authors that, if the strong absorption 

effeots are present, their method is far superior to that 

proposed by Webber, i.e. it yields the values of bT much 
Xi 

z'Note that in formula (3) and (4) summations run from 1 to 

N-1 to take into account momentum conservation. 



closer to the real value. If this Is really the oase, the 
experimental data should give the answer. 
However, it should be pointed out that the whole problem of 
the experimental estlaatlos of b L using these methods 
rises some essential questions: 
1) in general, the mean squared lnpaot parameter <b*> can be 

written as a son of two teras 

Mob SfHASW 

where ^ ^ ^ y o D *"* "^s* PHASE *re oontrlbutlons coming 
from the modulus and the phase of the amplitude, respeoti-
vely ĵ 1, 6^. It has to be stressed that in both approaches 
discussed the contribution ooning from the amplitude phase 
is neglected. Clearly, by doing this we get the lower 
limit for < ^ b > , tut is this phase oontrlbution really 
unimportant Q Q ? E.g. oannot it be si sable and thus the 
b. estimate Is much too low? Or even worse, having quite 
different dependence on e.g. multiplicity oan't It re¬ 
verse the whole experimentally found dependence of 3y 
on N? 

2) In view of what was said above and sinoe there exists 
freedom in the choice of w*'s for oaloulatlqa? of bŁ, 
one oan ask if the universal optimal choice of weights 
for various reactions or even reaotlon channels exists 
at all. We could easily imagine that, the optimal ohoioe 
for the one reaotlon channel is not suoh for another one. 
If 30, any oomparisoa of different reaotlons or reaction 
channels is rather meaningless. 

In an attempt to answer some of the above mentioned questions 
we have investigated several 1C+|» reaotions at 16 GeV/c C10H* 



2. Experlfflestal results 

The date which we used In the analysis are the data of 
ths Aachen - Berlin - Bonn - CERH - Creoow - Heidelberg -
Warsaw Collaboration on 7C + b Interactions at 16 GeY/o, 
observed in the 2m HBC. For the analysis we have chosen the 
4c, four, six, eight and ten prong reactions. Numbers of 
events in each reaction are given in Table 1. 

In Webber'a approach one usually uses the formula: 

where w.'s are calculated according to formula (5). 
The errors in this oese are only statistical. 

Much more complicated procedure is involved In the oalou-
lation of by following the Henyey - Pumplin method. Using 
the formula (2) and all assumptions discussed above, one cas 
prove an alternative bound (see ref. 

where arbitrary weights w 'a are included in the expression 
for the "V variable: 

We have tried a number of various sets of weights w^'s with 
the aim to maximise tho value of b*x . Ve found that the the aim to maximise 
optimal choice is If we put 
x' The weights wŁ's cannot depend on the transverse momenta; 

see e.g. £ 3 
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for all final particles exoept two slowest in CMS for which 

we put 

Wt - O (10b) 

Having chosen the optimal set of weights, we calculated 

for each event and using the histogram of f we made an 

analytical fit to the ̂ /dc distribution. The formula which 

gave a resonable fit to our experimental distribution appeared 

to be of the form (see Fig. 1): 

o (11) 
dv 

where A , o< and /i are the fitted parameters. Then the 

estimate of b* was given by eq. (8). 

The errors reflect now also the fitting uncertaintes - and 

thus are much larger than in the Webber's method. 

3. Results of analysis 

The values of b~ calculated by means of both above men¬ 

tioned methods for 4, 6, 8 and 10 particle states in C + p 

reactions at 16 ffeV/o are listed In Table 1 and plotted in 

Fig. 2. An abvlous conclusion follows from the comparison: 

no significant differenoe between b L values calculated using 

the two methods is observed. The errors in the Henyey -

Pumplln method are of course much larger. 

All the values of b^ are rather small, all ^ 0.5 fm. 

In addition t>L deoreases with the multiplicity - the 

situation which intuitively is understandable - a hlgd multi¬ 

plicity collision is the more central one. To see further 

if this intuitive pioture holds also in the other aspeots 

of particle - partiole Interaction we have calculated b^ 

for the following reaction channels: 

- produotion of baryon - antibaryon pairs 



- production of kaon palre K*p -*• KK 7C K ; 
- different sectors of LPS i . e . 

- jrfj3-*(/C+JT+lOj> dominated by the diffraction disso¬ 
ciation of K* ; 

- jr+b->7tVjT+n""f>) dominated by the diffraction disso¬ 
ciation of the proton; 

- JT*'b-»£Kt]r)QjJr+) dominated by quasi two - body reao-
tions like e .g . JT+b-» _p'Ałł"jx* 

-background K+jp* ( 'K* TT*) ( £> K~ }j 

The resul ts are l i s ted in Table 2 and 3 . 
Indeed some intuit ively clear trends are observed* Hamely 
baryon - antibaryon pair production i s confined to rather 
small bŁ values as ooaipared to the tota l seople of 4e - f i t 
four prong reactions. Kaon production nas b^ values larger 
(but also one expects that diffraction dissociation processes 
IT -? KKIT can contribute here s izably) . However, i t i s 

remarkable that the different processes selected with LPS 
technique do not differ significantly in value of b^. 

4. Disousslon of results 

In view of the problems mentioned in the introduction 
there are few points which we would l ike to s t re s s . 

1. All bL values are small irrespectively of the applied 
method { śr 0.5 fm). We do expect from the overlap func¬ 
tion analysis that the average impact parameter for a l l 
ine last ic channels i s of the order of 1 f a . £ 4 , 9» 113* 
In our analysis even for diffraction dominated channels 
(certain sectors in the IPS technique) b_ i s about 0.5fm. 

reaotion was selected from the ft*}» "*^fP^*^ sample 
by the out in effective mass distributions; for £>° t 
0.6 GeV-̂  M ( TT"7Î  ) . < o .9 GeV and for A1"*" : 1.14 GeV 

<M ( jbTC* ) < 1.34 GeV. 
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Thus it oomss out indeed very small. 
2. We have calculated bŁ ralue by means of the Henyey - Pum-

plln method outlined in § 3, for a subset of the 4 prong 
4o events, which represent (to a good approximation) quasi-
two - body reaction K*\p -> Jĵ A*"1"* using the weights wL's 
which were found to be optimal for all 4 prong 40 events. 
We got value of 0*73 fin* On the other hand, in this case 
<io3> oan be reliably estimated from the d6"/dt distribu¬ 
tion and turns to be 1.32 fmz'. 
Thus again the value obtained using the Henyey - Pumplin 
method is too low. One oould try to improve it by changing 
the set of weights, but this would mean that the optimal 
oholoe of weights is dependent on the reaotion mechanise. 

3« We have ohanged the oholoe of »*'s defined by the rela¬ 
tion (10) into the one defined as follows: 
we put w, a x^ for all final particles except two fastest 
in the CMS for which we put w^ » o. With this set of 
weights we found that although our ten prong b» value 
remains unchanged, the others went down and bT become 
now almost Independent of multiplicity, see Fig. 3* 
This example demonstrates e.g. that the 4 prong reaction 
is very sensitive to the ohanges of w,'s we made, while 
the ten prong reaction is not* 

We would like to oonolude our observations made on the basis 
of the analysis of the K*\> 16 GeV/o sample of events in the 
following way: 
- the lower limits on the average impact parameter obtained 
with Webber and Henyey - Pumplin methods are comparable 
and one does not observe a significant improvement when 
using the Henyey - Pumplin method; i 

xW/dt<*»exp(-Bt), with B « 1 5 (GeV/o)"2. 

11 



the optimal oholoe of weights ' j / s i s crucial in the 
Henyey - Pumplin method and seems to be strongly dependent 
oa the reaction considered* Thus i t i s rather d i f f i cu l t 
( i f not impossible) to find a universal choioe for different 
reactions. Two Immediate oonsequenoes follow then fram this 
observation: 

a) by l imits found for different reaotions may 
not be equally good (equally close to the real 
value)} 

b) any oomparisioD of bL for different reaotions 
may be meaningless. 
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Figure oaptlons 

Table 1. Average impsot parameters bL and numbers of events 
for different multiplicity channels of 7C*~p reaotlon 
at 16 GeV/o. 

Table 2» Average impact parameters b^ and nambers of events 
for quasi-two body J>°A reaotlon and for b\p and 
K K pairs produotlon channels. 

Table 3* Average impaot parameters bL for the LPS seleo-
t ioss . 

Fig. 1. ^^fr experimental distributions for 
channel (dotted line shows the ^ ^ t * A 

Fig. 2. Average impact parameters W for different multi-
plioity channels of 1T+^ reaction at 16 GeV/o as 
function of multiplicity (first choioe of weights). 

Fig. 3. Average impaot parameters b^ for different multi¬ 
plicity channels of H"ł}> reaction at 16 GeV/o as 
function of multiplicity (second choice of weights). 



TABLE 1 

Reaotion 

Kb JT X 

TT+b4CTr^j 

Number of 

erents 

28913 

8505 

1493 

202 

16 GeV/o 

bL [ flu] 

Benyey-Pumplln 
-Method 

0.54 + °»01 

0.35 + 0.02 

0.23 + 0.04 

0.19 + 0.05 

Webber^Ietbod 

0.489 + 0.010 

0.305 + 0.015 

0.192 + 0.015 

0.139 + 0.020 

TABLE 2 

lC+}> 16 GeY/o 

Reaction Number of events 

2929 

456 

1884 

0.73 + 0.10 

0.27 + 0«°5 

0.40 + 0.05 



TABLE 3 

TYPE OF SELECTION bjfm] 
NUMBER 

OF EVENTS 

0.52-0.01 5904 

0.52 t 0.04 1796 

0.53 + 0.02 9484 

0.55 ±0.03 11004 

0.58 ±0.02 222 
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